
      The JD Eee Z harrows work with traditional footing blend, sand and felt additives, as 

well as specialty or treated sands. 

     The “rack” system that the S-tines are attached to, is a “link and lever” system with up 

and down action to keep the tines at the optimal angle for proper tooth entry at all times, 

regardless of depth adjustment.  The design has an improved pattern of tooth spacing and 

tooth entry which, in turn, delivers exceptional rotation of the material through the S-

tines, consistency and ground coverage. 

     Depth adjustment capabilities of the “rake” for the JD Eee Z harrows is zero to approxi-

mately 7 inches .  Adjusting the depth with the turnbuckle or optional hydraulics allows 

the operator complete control. 

     The rear float pan smooths and levels behind the tines to leave the newly conditioned 

footing with a finished surface and light surface compaction.  The Float Pan has six differ-

ent height adjustment levels and can be removed and replaced with a paddle wheel or 

mesh roller option. 

     Because the harrow rides on tires, depth control can remain consistent to the opera-

tor’s settings and affording additional protection from gouging to the base.  The wide 

flotation tires also help avoid compaction caused by narrower or deep tread tires. 

     The JD Eee Z is available with 2 rows, 3 rows or 4.5 rows of S-tines.  Additional rows of 

tines minimizes time spent harrowing the arena, as well as providing additional cutting 

coverage.  The 3 and 4.5 row harrows are considered “professional” models.  

JD Eee Z 

The JD Eee Z line of harrows 
is designed to provide top quality 
arena grooming for every riding 

style within the equestrian 
circuit; dressage, jumping, 
western, rodeo and others. 

 
8 foot 2-row pictured ——> 

 
The JD Eee Z 2-row is the 
basic model in the JD Eee Z 

lineup. 
 

Call for pricing 

Phone: 800-585-7000 

Fax:     818-485-2023 

westcoastfootings.com 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8 foot 4.5 row pictured above       Below—3 row custom blue with ripper and leveling bar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OPTIONS AVAILABLE:    

Hydraulics   Paddle Wheel Roller 

Ripper bar   Mesh Roller 

Depth gage   Tag along water roller 

Custom color   

JD Eee Z 

WIDTH: 

6 FT 

8 FT 

 

WEIGHT 

6 FT —644 LBS 

8 FT —740 LBS 

 

 

HORSEPOWER 

6 FT—25-50 HP 

8 FT—30-50 HP 

 

Call for Pricing 

Phone: 800-585-7000 

Fax:     818-485-2023 

westcoastfootings.com 


